Coleman pop-up camper lift system diagram

One of the two main lift cable types. Each kit come with one cable, crimp, nut, and was One of
two main lift cable types. Easily size The whiffle tree is the threaded rod mounted in the bottom
of the pop up. A draw bar runs up and down the rod, and pulls or release the lift cables A draw
bar runs up and down the rod, and pulls or releases the lift cable A draw bar runs up and down
the rod, and pulls or releases the cables. This chain drive crank system is commonly located
behind a rear body panel. This is the compression system and ratchet upper crank. When you
turn t This is the crank assembly found in many 12 foot boxes that install at the left hand side of
the bumper. A chain drives the 12 tooth gear from this This crank is found in the rear bumper,
dir Popular on 's Destiny Series Trailers. This crank system for Coleman and Fleetwood pop ups
is found on units with lower direct drive lift syste Looking for an easy solution to make your
camper a "power lift" model? This crank adapter does just that! Works with most drills, and
allows you to The most common of all Coleman and Fleetwood pop up crank handles. This
handle works on all units with original equipment drive shafts and drive hu Used to raise and
lower the roof, as well as the jacks on most units. This new style crank handle has been
designed to ease the lifting of your roo These clips are found are the lug nut wrench and crank
handle storage clips found in some stepper doors. Mostly it was the Destiny and Grand Tour s
The drive hub extension threads onto the drive shaft. This is the crank component that you see
sticking out of the camper and what you put the cran This kit is designed to repair weakening
drive hub extension tubes. Used on the upper crank assemblies, left hand crank assemblies and
galley lift assist systems. Comes with 1 master link to join the chain together Used to join to
sections of lift system chain together. Works with all Coleman and Fleetwood crank assembly
chains and galley lift chains. Part num Comes with one half link, connecting The crank
assembly gears and mechanism ride on Used in upper crank assemblies, and the lower left
hand chain drive system found on some units. The crank assembly gears and mechanism ride
on this This drive shaft has the pressed gear and pressure plate housing built onto the shaft.
This is the final nut found on the end of drive shafts for crank assemblies. Early v Used in every
drive hub extension tube. Commonly two are installed. Measures th inches wide. Part number
This spring is found inside the drive hub extension tube. The original springs were a simpler
design, typically a coil spring. This redesigned spri Commonly referred to as the crank
assembly "clutch". This plate rides between the ratchet wheel sprocket and chain drive
sprocket. When the system This bearing is one of the most common thrust bearings found on
units from the 's through the 's It is found on units that have upper crank This bearing is located
at the end of the direct drive crank assembly. This bearing is found on later model units at the
thrust nut coupler. Here is an example of the coupler that this bearing works with. Video avail
Pioneer series whiffle tree system cover. This cover bolts to the bottom of the whiffle tree
system and adds stability to the lift system. Evolution series whiffle tree system cover. Also f
This cover wi The applications for this pulley pin are at the cable routing guide just past the
whiffle tree, and in the butterfly bracket located in the bottom This plate is commonly found in
the pulley routing systems just past the whiffle tree. Part numbe Used to retain two lift system
pulleys. The application for this pulley retainer is at the cable routing just past the whiffle tree.
Typically 2 pu Rear bearing housing on many lower direct drive Coleman Fleetwood crank
systems. This housing holds the thrust bearing in a plastic cup on sy Square spacer bearing
retainer housing. Used in lower direct drive crank assemblies. Measures 2 inches by 2 inches
squared. Show 24 36 48 View as. View full details. Sold out. Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. A
large database of Coleman and Fleetwood unit information. We bring you the latest and best
products to make the most out of your camping experience. A growing collection of Coleman
and Fleetwood pop up parts. We can help! Assistance is available from trained and
knowledgable associates. The how to guides for Coleman and Fleetwood pop ups. It consists of
a heavy-duty polypropylene fabric around the sides for Features 6 different colored repair
patches and can be used with almost any brand of RV covers. Protects tanks from weather, dirt,
and debris and enhances the look of your PUP. Elasticized bottom hem for a quick and secure
fit. Board insert fo The mo This is one of the coolest little lanterns we have seen! It's got a great
rustic look, and puts out a lot of light! The simulated flame on the bott This 15 LED Lantern is
the perfect blend between classic design and modern technology. Poppy is the perfect l When
will my order ship? Normally within business days. Specialist are available Phone and email.
Email support derek. We are located in Thurmont, Maryland. View full details. Quick shop.
Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. Coleman Lift System Repair Manual. Coleman Lift Diagram.
Coleman Lift Cable Repair Guide. First I want to go over how I think the lift system works. It is a
long bolt. Think of a bolt and a nut. The bolt is the Wiffle Tree and the nut is the carriage pulling
the cables. When you turn the crank handle you are turning the large bolt and the nut is pulling
the cables. Pretty simple. Where mistakes seem to happen is folks don't know that if you crank
a nut down on a bolt it is really hard to get off. We have all been there. Removing the nut from

the bicycle tire. Stripping the nut since you grabbed the pliers to fix your kids bike tire. Well,
when you raise the top and give it that extra turn to make sure it stays up. Well, you are making
sure it stays up and tightening the nut really hard. The nut is the carriage with the cables lifting
the top and it is stuck against the stop collar. This is the point making sure you can't raise the
roof too high. It is true the top stays up, but the top is held up by a different part of the lift
system. Having the nut stuck on the stop collar just makes it that much harder to get it free to
lower. Why does this matter? Well, the part that holds the roof up, like I said is a different part of
the lift system. That is the extension tube, friction disc brake pad and drive shaft. What happens
on that side is pretty easy too. The extension tube is a different nut. When you tighten this nut,
it puts pressure on the friction disc. This holds the gear cog. The clicking you hear when you
raise the roof is because the gear is being held in place with the friction disc and not allowing
the roof to lower. When you are ready to lower the roof, the pressure is released from the
friction disc and lets the gear slip and the clicking part can't hold the roof anymore. That is
because the nut of the extension tube isn't putting pressure on the friction disc and holding the
clicking part anymore. All pretty simple. Where the issue comes from, is the extension tube will
back off until it hits the nut inside of it. Then it is stopped and the reverse pressures you are
applying is put to the wiffle tree. The bolt I talked about earlier. This in turn will release the
carriage nut. So if you put a lot of pressure on the carriage nut and it is stuck really good, you
have to put a lot of pressure on the extension tube to free it. What you don't think about is the
extension tube is doing this with a really small amount of threads. You can think that there may
be only one or two threads that are available to apply the pressure to release the carriage.
These threads will only last so long. They will eventually get stripped and you can't apply any
pressure to the wiffle tree and get the carriage nut free. This presents itself as the roof being
stuck up and the crank spinning freely. First thing to check actually surprised me when I helped
someone recently. The extension tube where you insert the crank handle is on the lift system
with a double thread. The extension tube threads on the drive shaft and has a second set of
threads to hold the retaining nut on part When you go to lower the top it hits the retaining nut
and allows the other set of threads to transfer the force to the wiffle tree. If the retaining nut
happens to fall off, then the extension tube will just back off. So, if your extension tube seems
to fall off, you may have to put the nut back on. Luckily it should not fall out since there is a pin
keeping it in. So, if you have your roof up and you need it down. Now what. If you can't fix it by
reinstalling the nut. On a bumper level crank it is usually pretty easy. The black cover part 11 is
sometimes only screwed on. But normally rivets are used. If you can get this off, then use a vice
grips on the driveshaft 5 and turn this counterclockwise. You only need to get it started usually.
This is to break the carriage free from the stop collar. Once it is free, the crank will usually lower
the roof just fine. This is because the extension tube threads are stripped enough to not be able
to break the carriage free, but they are good enough to lower the top. If you take off your exten
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sion tube, it usually looks ok. On a waist level or if you can't get the little cover off due to rivets.
You can remove the wiffle tree cover. This is not the best way but it will work. Once you remove
the cover, use a vice grips on the stop collar and hold the carriage. Again, you usually only have
to get the carriage broke free and then the crank can lower the top. The carriage actually rides
on the wiffle tree cover and can flip and bend the wiffle tree without the cover. There may be
other issues that are not addressed here. Navigation Store. Scanned Documents. Photo Gallery.
Helpful Repair Tips. Coleman Popup Parts for Sale. Battery Connection. Coleman History. Bunk
End Shock Cord. Coleman ABS Roof. Coleman Parts Manuals. Coleman Harness I will go over
the common problems I know and how to get the top lowered. Once you understand the lift
system, you should be able to understand what needs fixing. How can you fix this? And the
matching extension tube. Replacing both is the repair.

